It is important to detect a low-dimensional linear dependency in high-dimensional data. We provide a perspective on this problem, called the rank-extreme (ReX) association, through studies of the maximum norm of a vector of p standard Gaussian variables that has a covariance matrix of rank d ≤ p. We find a simple asymptotic upper bound of such extreme values as
Introduction
How many stocks are principal drivers of the whole stock market? How many medical tests are sufficient to describe a person's health status? These are all important questions being asked nowadays, and these types of questions can often be formulated as questions about whether there exists a low-dimensional linear dependency in a high-dimensional dataset. To be more specific, suppose we observe a collection of p variables X 1 , . . . , X p , each N (0, 1), but possibly correlated. Can we tell whether there exists a subset of the Gaussian variables X j 1 , . . . , X j d such that all other variables are almost simply linear combinations of them?
This question has been studied very carefully under the context of lowrank matrix approximation and subspace tracking, in particular under the setting when the number of variables is larger than the sample size, i.e., n < p. For a review of low-rank approximation methods, see [1] . For recent algorithms on subspace tracking, see [2] , [3] , [4] , and [5] . One of the most important components of all these methods involves the estimation of the rank of the covariance matrix, or the dimension of the signal subspace, d. This estimation problem has been first studied by [6] , [7] , [8] , and [9] . More recent approaches from statistics include [10] , [11] , and [12] .
One principal technique in the statistical approaches to the rank estimation problem is eigenvalue thresholding based on the principal component analysis (PCA), where we look for the "cut off" among singular values of the covariance matrix when they drop to nearly 0. However, when n < d, PCA of the sample correlation matrix will return with n positive eigenvalues, which is less than the truth d. Moreover, although we may get low-rank solutions to many problems, an important question hasn't been completely addressed: how low is the rank, really? In other words, how can we justify that the low-rank results we obtain is in the correct dimension? Indeed, the inference on d as a parameter was not clear. In the context of the above paragraphs, the question is that, given the data, can we make any probabilistic statements about d as a parameter? Can we test if the correlation matrix of a joint distribution is low-rank? Can we build confidence intervals that covers d with high probability? Even these basic questions have not been completely answered yet.
Our approach to this problem is through the study the low rank from the extreme value of the joint distribution. Consider a Gaussian vector X = (X 1 , . . . , X p ) T ∼ N (0, Σ), where Σ has 1's on the diagonal, so that each X j is standard normally distributed. In this case, classical extreme value theory suggests that for a large collection of Σ's, the magnitude of the extreme value max j |X j | is about √ 2 log p ( [13] and [14] ). Although it seems like that there is not much difference in this asymptotic rate among Σ's, this is not the complete story yet. In [15] , it is shown that the asymptotics of the extremes from a low-rank Gaussian distribution is below the square root of the rank, which can be far below the dimension of the distribution. This result suggests the dependence of the Gaussian extreme on the rank of the covariance matrix. A generalized version of such asymptotics is studied here, and it leads to an explicit description of such dependence, which we call the rank-extreme (ReX) association.
Here are the heuristics of this ReX approach: Note that for any p × p covariance matrix Σ that is positive semi-definite, has ones on the diagonal and has rank d. Through its eigen-decomposition, we can write Σ = L T L, where L = [l 1 , . . . , l p ] is a d×p matrix with columns l j 's such that l j 2 = 1. Thus, we can write X = L T Z where Z ∼ N (0, I d ). Based on this fact, we reduce the problem to one of sphere packing problems in R d , as described in Section 2. In this case, with the help from the classical arguments from coding theory and sphere packing, we first derive a universal asymptotic bound for the maximal correlation between any collection of p directions and a uniformly distributed direction in R d . The bound is found to be
. We show that the rate 1 − p −2/(d−1) takes on a trichotomy phenomenon to tend toward 1, 1 − e −2/β , or 0, as the ratio d(p)/ log p converges to 0, some fixed positive β, or +∞ respectively. Based on these results, we propose a test of overall significance in regressions for general n and p as an extension of the universal threshold proposed in [16] . We further show that this bound is sharp and is attained when the l j 's are i.i.d. uniformly distributed unit vectors over the sphere S d−1 .
As a consequence of the above sphere packing results, we derive a universal asymptotic upper bound for X ∞ = max j |X j |, the Gaussian extreme with an arbitrary Σ with rank(
). This upper bound explicitly describes the relationship between the magnitude of the extreme and the rank of the correlation matrix. As in the sphere packing problem described before, we show that this bound is sharp in the sense that if Σ is generated by l j 's that are i.i.d. uniformly distributed over the sphere S d−1 , the bound is attained. We were unable to find a similar sharp bound for extremes from low-rank Gaussian distributions in the literature. Due to the dependence of this bound on the rank, we call the bound d(1 − p −2/(d−1) ) the rank-extreme (ReX) asymptotic bound. This association inspires us to use the extremes in drawing information about the underlying rank d as a parameter.
One interesting fact about the ReX rate
) is that it takes on a trichotomy phenomenon too like its sphere packing counterpart. Indeed, the rate d(1 − p −2/(d−1) ) is shown to grow below, at, or above √ log p asymptotically according to whether the ratio d(p)/ log p tends below, at, or above a fixed positive constant β † = 1.255005 . . ., which is the unique solution to the equation β(1 − e −2/β ) = 1. Based on this ReX trichotomy, we also propose inference methods under this situation and show that finite sample inference can be made about d.
It is noteworthy that the ReX inference is based on the asymptotics in p rather than in n. Thus, the method works even when n < d, when PCA of the sample correlation matrix would return n < d positive eigenvalues. In the extreme, the inference can be made even when there is only one sample but billions of variables. The freedom of the inference for any n is one important advantage of the ReX approach. This key feature and the easiness of finding the maximal entry in each sample allow fast detection of low-rank correlation structure in high-dimensional data.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our sphere packing method and develop the ReX asymptotic bound of the ∞ norm of Gaussian vectors. We discuss two applications of the ReX bound in Section 2.2 and Section 2.4. We show that the ReX bound is sharp when the correlation matrices are uniformly randomly generated in Section 3. In this case, we study the ReX trichotomy phenomenon of the ∞ norm of Gaussian vectors in Section 3.1, and we propose an inference method for lowdimensional linear dependency in a high-dimensional dataset in Section 3.2. In Section 4 we consider the case when we observe the data with noise. We illustrate through simulations both the ReX trichotomy phenomenon and the performance of the ReX inference in Section 5. In Section 6 we conclude our findings and discuss possible future work along this direction. We provide proofs of the key theorems in the Appendix. 
. Moreover, it is well-known that Z 2 and U are independent. Therefore, max
Thus, since the distribution χ d is well known, as long as we understand the distribution of max j |l T j U|, we will understand that of the absolute extremes max j |X j |.
An asymptotic upper bound for max j |l T j U| is summarized below. 
We shall show the sharpness of this bound in Section 3.1. Note that the inner product |l T j U| is the cosine of the angle between l j and U. Therefore, a geometric interpretation of the theorem above is that: If we have p directions in a d-dimension space, regardless of where and how they are located, the minimum acute angle between these directions to a uniformly random direction is at least cos −1 1 − p −2/(d−1) . Interestingly, this fact indicates that a lower bound for the sine of the smallest angle between any collection of p directions and a uniformly random direction in R d is about O(1/p 1/(d−1) ). One intuitive explanation of this interesting angle is from the fact that the surface area of a spherical cap with half-angle θ on S d−1 is in the order of θ d−1 . Thus, with p points on the sphere, the minimal angle between a uniform direction and these points should be in the order of the (d − 1)-th root of p.
We note also that the bound holds uniformly for any d ≥ 2, which includes the case when the dimension d is larger than the number of vectors p. In fact, the bound 1 − p −2/(d−1) behaves differently according to whether the ratio d/ log p converges to 0, a fixed positive β, or ∞ :
We can see that the above trichotomy cover the complete range of [0, 1]. As an intuitive explanation from the view of random packing, the above trichotomy can be attributed to two facts: (1) The more "evenly" distributed the l j 's are on the sphere, the larger the max j |l T j U| is; (2) the number of orthants in R d grows exponentially as d grows. From (1), we consider the situation when we have an "evenly distributed mesh" of p points l j 's on the sphere S d−1 . Suppose we now generate a uniformly random direction U. By (2) , if the size of the "mesh" grows slower than the exponential rate, then the points on the "mesh" are so "sparse" that a random direction U can be almost orthogonal to them; if the size of the "mesh" does grow exponentially as the rate of the number of orthants, then a random direction U will stay around some angle to the points on the "mesh"; on the other hand, if the size of the "mesh" grows faster than the exponential rate, then the points on the "mesh" are so "dense" that a random direction will "hit" the mesh with high probability. Thus, the case d/ log p → β is the balanced case in which max j |l T j U| converges to a constant between 0 and 1. We shall note that the bound holds uniformly for any d ≥ 2, which includes the case when the dimension d is larger than the number of vectors p. In particular, in the limit d/ log p → ∞, this random direction will become almost orthogonal to any collection of directions, which includes all axes! This limit is consistent with the well-known result that a random direction is orthogonal to almost everything in high-dimensional Euclidean spaces.
A Test of the Overall Significance in Regressions
Consider a regression model with n i.i.d observations of p explanatory variables (p may be bigger than n) and one response variable. Suppose the distribution of the error in the regression model is spherically symmetric. The problem of the overall significance of the model is to test whether the coefficients of the explanatory variables are all zeros. In this case, we can view the problem as observing p+1 vectors in R n . To apply Theorem 2.1, we standardize each vector so that they all have length 1 as directions l 1 , . . . , l p for the covariates and U for the response variable. If the explanatory variables are "irrelevant" to the response, so that the distribution of U does not depend on l 1 , . . . , l p and is uniform over S n−1 , then Theorem 2.1 says the followings: no matter where and how the l j 's are located, the minimal angle between these l j 's and U is at least cos −1 1 − p −2/(n−1) , and the maximal correlation between the response and the covariates is at most 1 − p −2/(n−1) . This fact thus leads to a test of the overall significance in regressions: The explanatory variables in the model are considered to be "relevant" to the response variable if and only if their maximal correlation is above 1 − p −2/(n−1) . The geometric interpretation of this threshold rule is easy to see: Since the upper bound is for a uniformly distributed U and arbitrary l 1 , . . . , l p , if the correlations between l j 's and U are all below the threshold 1 − p −2/(n−1) , there is hardly evidence to believe that U is different from a uniformly random direction to the l j 's. Thus there is hardly evidence to believe that the response is correlated to the covariates in the regression model.
One interesting fact to note here is that if n/ log p → ∞ as p → ∞, then this threshold is approximately 2 log p n , which is the universal threshold [16] . Thus, the proposed threshold can be regarded as a generalization of the universal threshold for any n and p. Moreover, it can be seen that this method works even when n is finite and p is large. Therefore, the threshold at 1 − p −2/(n−1) provides a simple test of the overall significance in a regression model for finite samples with large p. We will report more details about this test in a future paper.
ReX Universal Asymptotic Bound of the Maximum Norm of Gaussian Vectors
we derive the following ReX universal asymptotic bound for the ∞ norm of Gaussian vectors which holds uniformly over all correlation matrices. Theorem 2.2 (ReX Universal Bound for Gaussian Extremes) For any vector of p standard Gaussian variables X ∼ N (0, Σ) with rank(Σ) = d, the random variable X ∞ = max j |X j | satisfies that for any fixed δ > 0,
We shall show the sharpness of this bound in Section 3.1. This theorem implies that for large p and d, an arbitrary p-dimensional Gaussian vector will essentially stay within a hypercube which centers at the origin and has a radius of d(1 − p −2/(d−1) ), where d is the rank of the correlation matrix. Geometrically speaking, this fact together with the fact that the 2 norm of a p-dimensional Gaussian vector is about √ p, indicate that a low-rank Gaussian vector will be very likely to appear around the "corners" of the hypercube where it intersects with the sphere of radius √ p. Algorithms in search for low-dimensional structure can be designed based on this geometric observation.
We should also note that the function
) is monotone increasing in both d and p. Hence, the ReX bound confirms our intuition that the higher the rank is, the higher the extreme value of Gaussians can reach. On the other hand, if the extreme value is high, then its rank cannot be low. Thus Theorem 2.2 allows fast detection of a low-rank: If the maxima in the samples are large, then the underlying rank must be high or full; on the other hand, if the maxima are small, then the full rank assumption is questionable and the small magnitude of the maxima may be due to an underlying low-rank structure.
Another observation of the bound is that it takes on a trichotomy phenomenon too for different ranges of d, as its sphere packing counterpart:
From the above trichotomy, we can see that the bound d(1 − p −2/(d−1) ) indeed cover the entire scope from constants to √ 2 log p. In particular, since the range of the function β(1 − e −2/β ) is (0, 2) for β ∈ (0, ∞), this case can be regarded as the intermediate step between the very low rank limits and the full rank limit √ 2 log p. The bound d(1 − p −2/(d−1) ) explicitly describes the relationship between the possible extreme value from a Gaussian vector and the rank of its covariance matrix. Due to the dependence of the bound of extremes and the rank, we call this phenomenon the ReX trichotomy.
We should note that the ReX asymptotic bound is not always sharp for all covariance matrices. For example, consider the equicorrelation matrices with 1's in the diagonal entries and ρ's as off diagonals. This correlation matrix has full rank p for any −1/(p − 1) < ρ < 1. On the other hand, as ρ approaches 1, the extreme from the multivariate Gaussian with this correlation matrix is essentially O p (1). Nevertheless, the ReX asymptotic bound reveals the fact that the extremes from Gaussian vectors contains much information about the rank, and we can utilize this information in search of low-rank structure.
Application to Post-Selection Inference
Statistical inference after variable selection in linear models has recently gained great interest. This interest is sparked by both the prevalence of data-driven variable selections and the severe bias that the selection process may impact on the inference in the selected submodel. For an excellent review on variable selection procedures, see [17] . For recent discussions on the problems of the conventional inference after variable selection, see [18] , [19] and [20] .
The PoSI method in [15] provides one way to protect the statistical inference in the selected model by considering simultaneous inference on the partial slopes in selected models. The simultaneity here is over the set of submodels that may be possible selected. Thus, the resulting inference based on the simultaneity is valid and conservative. Moreover, the important advantage of such inference is that it is universally valid over any data-driven variable selection rules. This robustness over selection procedures makes the PoSI method a practical way to achieve valid inference.
The PoSI inference is based on the PoSI constant which is essentially the maximal t-statistics over all possible combinations of variables and submodels. For a regression model with p explanatory variables, this set of all possible combinations consists of L = p2 p−1 t-statistics. When the variance of the noise is known or when n − p is large, the t-statistics become standard Gaussian variables. Also, it is easily seen that the rank of the correlation matrix of these L Gaussian variables is at most p. Thus, by Theorem 2.2, the ReX bound of the PoSI constant for any design matrix grows at the rate of
as p → ∞, as developed in [15] .
More
for any design matrix. Hence, if we only consider submodels with sizes m such that m/p → 0, then the PoSI method can be much more efficient than its upper bound rate 0.866 √ p. Some special cases of small m's include:
Random Packing and the Attainment of the ReX Asymptotic Bound
Once the ReX asymptotic bound is developed, it is of interest whether it is sharp. To this end, we study the following model in this section: The j-th variable (1 ≤ j ≤ p) in the i-th observation (1 ≤ i ≤ n), X ij , is generated as X ij = l T j Z i where
and is independent of l j 's.
To fix ideas, for now we set n = 1 and assume that we only have one observation of many variables. Thus, in this section we suppress the subscript i and write X ij as X j .
The ReX Trichotomy
The next theorem shows that in this case, the asymptotics magnitude of max j |l T j U| attains the upper bound: 
−→ 0. (3.4)
The theorem is proved through a random packing argument that is inspired by [21] . We also note here that a parallel version of the above asymptotics were independently developed in [22] and [23] , in a related but different context. In these papers, the limiting distribution of max j |l T j U| is carefully studied. Therefore, we shall not go into further details of the convergence, but concentrate on the application of the limit.
The immediate application of this result is the uniform ReX rate of X ∞ = max j |X j |: 
The ReX trichotomy with i.i.d. l j 's shows the following phase transition of max j |X j |:
(ii) If lim p→∞ d/ log p = β for fixed 0 < β < ∞, then
For the case d ∼ β log p, the equation
is of our particular interest. We should notice that the function β(1 − e −2/β ) is a monotone increasing function in β. Therefore, the solution to (3.9) is unique and it is β † = 1.255005 . . . . From (3.7), we see that if
−→ 1. If d/ log p → β with β < β † , then for large p, X ∞ < √ log p with probability tending to 1. On the other hand, if d/ log p → β with β > β † , then for large p, X ∞ > √ log p with probability tending to 1. Indeed, for β → +∞, β(1−e −2/β ) → 2, hence we are going back to the classical extreme value result of √ 2 log p. The above facts provide us with the basis of a nature classification of low-ranks. In fact, if we simply set a threshold at √ log p, then by (3.7), if d grows faster than log p or d grows as β log p with β > β † , then with high probability X ∞ will be above √ log p; on the other hand, if d grows slower than log p or d grows as β log p with β < β † , then with high probability X ∞ will go below √ log p. With Theorem 3.2, we are able to make these judgements accurately as long as p is large, based on only a few observations.
Based on the magnitude of the corresponding extremes, we call the case lim sup p→∞ d/ log p < β † the "super-low rank" case, we call the case lim p→∞ d/ log p = β † the "exact-low rank" case, and we call the case when lim inf p→∞ d/ log p > β † the "moderately-low rank" case. The solution to (3.9), β † = 1.255005 . . ., will be called the ReX separation constant.
ReX Inference on Low Dimensional Random Linear Dependency
In Section 3.1, we study the case when both p → ∞ and d → ∞. We now turn to the another question: if p is large and d is just a fixed number, can we make inference about d? The theorem below answers this question with a confirmation. The following ReX inference is a simple application of the Slutsky Theorem: Since max j |X j | = Z 2 max j |l T j U| and max j |l T j U|/ 1 − p −2/(d−1) → 1 in probability as p → ∞, the limiting distribution of X ∞ is χ d . 
With this theorem, we convert the inference about d to a simple inference problem on the degrees of freedom of a χ distribution. It is important to note here that the asymptotics in this theorem are in p rather than in the sample size n. Thus, the classical finite sample theories can be directly applied here. In this case, many inference methods about d are readily available in literature, either in the context of the χ-distribution or as a problem of inference about the shape parameter in the Gamma distribution. Furthermore, we can utilize the square-root transformation as the variance stabilizing transformation for χ 2 d -distribution (Section 3.2. [24] ) to achieve approximate confidence intervals for moderate n. Since these inference procedures have been well developed, we shall not go into further theoretical details of the specific inference problems.
The major advantage of this ReX inference is that it is finite sample inference. Thus, it allows fast detection of the low-rank. In practice, we may face datasets with very large p and completely unknown correlation structure. In this case, we may assume that the correlations are i.i.d. uniformly distributed. By quickly checking the maximal entry in each sample and applying Theorem 3.3, we may get a good sense of the fixed rank. In particular, the ReX inference can be made with n < d, when the eigenvalue thresholding procedures will fail. In the extreme, the inference can be made with only one sample. Thus, fast detection of low-rank is possible through this approach.
It is also noteworthy that the asymptotics in p indicates that the higher p is, the more accurate the inference is. Thus, instead of the "curse of dimensionality," the ReX inference can be viewed as a "blessing of dimensionality."
Observation with Small Errors
In this section we consider the case when our observations may be subject to measurement errors, i.e., when we do not observe X = L T Z directly but instead observe Y = X + , where = ( 1 , . . . , p ) T with independent j ∼ N (0, σ 2 j ). In this case, although the rank of the correlation matrix of X is d, the covariance matrix of Y is of rank p. Nevertheless, we show that as long as the noise is small, we can still draw information about d by utilizing the extremes.
To see the argument above, we notice that if we let σ 2 max = max j σ 2 j , then 
We also have the corollary on the sharpness of the bound.
The ReX inference is also valid in Y for a finite d:
5 Empirical Studies
Study of the ReX Trichotomy
We study 60, 000 simulated datasets. We set p = 3000, and consider four different deficient rank scenarios: d 1 = 3, d 2 = 10, d 3 = 100 and d 4 = 300. The data are generated as in Section 3. We also consider the case when the X j 's are i.i.d., so that d 5 = p = 3000. Note here β † log p = 10.048 ∼ = 10. So d 1 is about a fixed rank or super-low rank case, d 2 is about an exact-low rank case, while d 3 and d 4 are moderately-low rank cases. To emphasize the dependence of the distribution of extremes on the rank, we shall denote
We first show the plot of kernel density estimates (using R default bandwidth) of the K p,d 's for different d's in Figure 1 below. From Figure 1 we see that there is a small right tail of the distribution K p,d 1 that is on the right hand side of the threshold of √ log p and there are tiny left tails of the distributions K p,d 3 and K p,d 4 that are on the left hand side of the threshold. Thus, the probability of correct classification here is close to 1 but not exactly 1. However, note only one sample (n = 1) has been considered by far. With a few more samples our classification can be much more accurate. Now consider we observe n samples X ij , i = 1, . . . , n, and j = 1, . . . , p. If we let K i,p,d = X i ∞ = max j |X ij | and simply look at the averages,
, then we can do much better. Figure 2 below illustrates the case n = 30. When we compare the distributions ofK p,d with 2, 000 simulated datasets, we see that we have probability one for complete separation of the super-low rank case and moderatelylow rank case. These categories can be classified by K p,d for large p as described above. We note here that since in the low-dimensional case the distribution of K p,d is approximately χ d , for which the sufficient statistics are n i=1 log K i,p,d , the simple averageK p,d is not even admissible as a point estimator. Therefore, althoughK p,d is doing a great job, even better procedures should be available. Since our focus is on showing only the possibility of this asymptotic classification, we will not go into further details of this problem.
Study of the Coverage of the ReX Confidence interval
In this section we study the coverage probability of the ReX confidence interval proposed in Section 3.2. We set p = 3000 or 15000 for which β † log p = 10.05 or 12.06 respectively. We then study the cases when d ranges from 5 to 12 respectively. We make n < d by setting n to be the rounded number of 0.8d. We simulated 1, 000 datasets for each scenario. The confidence intervals are built through a slightly conservative variant of the squareroot transformation of K 2 i,p,d : Since the asymptotic variance of K 2 i,p,d is bounded by 2d, we take the square-root transform of
). Thus, the lower and upper ends of the (1 − α)-confidence intervals, d l and d u , are obtained by solving equations
respectively. The coverage probabilities of these confidence intervals are summarized in Table 1 . Despite the difficult fact that the sample size n < d when PCA based methods would fail, the coverage probabilities of these confidence intervals are satisfactory. This simulation result of the ReX method shows the feasibility of the finite sample inference for low-dimensional structures in highdimensional datasets.
Discussions
This article provides an asymptotic upper bound, called the rank-extreme (ReX) bound, for arbitrary Gaussian distributions as
These results describe the relationship between ∞ norms of Gaussian vectors and the ranks of their covariance matrices. We then use the ReX association reversely towards the inference problem of low-dimensional linear dependency in high-dimensional data when the correlations are generated by inner products of i.i.d. uniformly distributed unit vectors. We show that if d is fixed, it is possible to make inference about d. We also show that if d grows along with p, it is possible to compare d's rate of growth with log p. All the asymptotic results are in p but not in n, so that fast detection and finite sample inference of a low-rank structure is possible by extracting the information contained in the maximum norm of Gaussian vectors.
It is important to note that extreme values as statistics are well-known to be not resistant to outliers. The asymptotic results in this article rely on the Gaussian assumption too. Therefore, the robustness of the inference needs to be carefully studied. We would also like to generalize the Gaussian assumptions to more general cases, for example, spherically symmetric distributions.
We should note that in this paper we found the ReX bound for the ∞ norm of Gaussian vectors with arbitrary correlation. We are interested in more accurate upper and lower bound for Gaussian vectors with special correlation structures. A related direction is that in this paper we consider ReX inference under uniformly distributed l j 's. It would be interesting to study the ReX inference under a more general distribution of l j 's, or under the framework of PCA models. The optimality of this approach needs to be studied as well. We hope to borrow from Bayesian methods in these studies.
One indication of the asymptotic rate
) is that when l j 's are i.i.d. uniformly distributed over the (d − 1)-sphere S d−1 , we may estimate the rank of the correlation matrix d. This estimatord is easily defined as the rounded number of the solution to the equation
We will study the asymptotic performance of this estimator in more details in a future paper.
There is an interesting fact that the case d ∼ β log p covers the entire scope of that X ∞ can take for arbitrary correlation matrices. Indeed, the function β(1 − e −2/β ) is monotone increasing in β and its range is from 0 to 2. Therefore, it seems that we could concentrate on the case d ∼ β log p and look at the inference about β, for example, the testing problem of H 0 :
The above fact also seems to be remotely related to the Johnson-Lindenstrauss Theorem [25] . In the J-L Theorem, it is shown that a random projection from R p to a subspace of dimension O(log p) can well preserve the 2 norm of any vector in R p . It would be interesting to see how well such a random projection can preserve the ∞ norm of the vector. grateful for L. A. Shepp for his inspiring introduction of the random packing literature.
A Proof of Theorem 2.1
To show (2.2), it is enough to show that for any fixed that 0
We follow the proof of Theorem 6.3 in [15] . For (A.1), by considering the Bonferroni bound that
where U is any coordinate of U or projection of U onto a unit vector. Now we use the fact that U 2 ∼ Beta(1/2, (d − 1)/2), i.e., for any 0 < a < 1, Due to the bound that Γ(x + 1/2)/Γ(x) < √ x, for any 0 < a < 1, we have 
B Proof of Theorem 2.2
It is easy to show (4.1). To show (4.2), note that for any 0 < ε < 1,
We will show each of the two summands in the last line can be made small with a proper choice of ε = ε(p). Note also that Z 2 ∼ χ 2 d . Thus by the Chernoff bound for χ 2 d distribution,
(B.3) Due to (B.2) and (B.3), we let ε = ε(p) = log log p/(4 log p). In the case when lim p→∞ (log log p) 2 d/(log p) 2 → ∞, both (B.2) and (B.3) converge to 0.
C Proof of Theorem 3.1
Since we already have the upper bound, it is enough to show that for any fixed such that 0 < < 1/2, We use the independence of l j 's as in [21] and [15] We will lower-bound the absolute value of the exponent in (C.2) by recalling (A.3). We first note that by integrating by parts, we have 
